[A novel SLC25A13 variant and the resultant aberrant transcript identified in a pedigree affected with citrin deficiency].
To explore the clinical and genetic features of an infant with citrin deficiency (CD). Clinical data of the patient was collected and analyzed. Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood samples collected from the patient and her parents. Targeted exome sequencing was performed to explore the genetic cause, and Sanger sequencing was used to confirm the detected variants. SLC25A13 mRNA was extracted from peripheral blood lymphocytes of the infant. The effect of novel mutation of SLC25A13 was analyzed by reverse transcription-PCR, cDNA cloning and Sanger sequencing. The SLC25A13 genotype of the patient was determined as c.845_c.848+1delG/c.1841+3_1841+4delAA, with the latter having not been reported. The mutation has affected the splicing of the SLC25A13 mRNA, giving rise to an aberrant transcript [r.1841_1842ins1841+1_1841+67; 1841+3_c.1841+4del]. A novel SLC25A13 mutation c.1841+3_1841+4delAA and the resultant abnormal splicing variant were discovered by combined DNA sequencing and cDNA cloning. The finding has enabled definite diagnosis of CD and enriched the spectrum of SLC25A13 mutations.